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  CHAPTER V 

            CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

 The data clearly indicate that besides interpersonal relationship,context has 

a substantial effect on the choices of terms of address, both in Pesisir Barus. A 

number of factors such as who, whem, where, to whomthe form is used, and with 

what kind of intentions have a significant influence. Therefore, the choice of term 

of addresscannot be determined without considering the concrete context in which 

the address forms are used. 

 Based on data and data analysis in chapter IV about terms of address by 

pesisir barus community. The first conclusion is concerned with kinds of  the 

terms of address by Pesisir Barus Community.the second conclusion is related to 

factors and function that influenced the terms of address by Pesisir Barus 

Community, as follows: 

1. There are six kinds of the terms of address by wardaugh’s theory they 

are first name (FN), title plus last name (TLN), title (T), last name 

(LN), pet name (PN), and kinship term (KT), from six kinds, there were 

six kinds they were, FN, PN, MT, RT, KT, IT. With the total kinds of 

address terms used by Pesisir Barus Community in interviewing are 151 

data. The most dominant kinds the terns of address are used by Pesisir 

Barus community is RT (61 times), the most dominant rarely used by 

Pesisir Barus community is KT (56 times), PN (16 times), FN (11 

times), and MT (2 times), IT (2 times) is seldom used by Pesisir Barus 
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Community. So it means that community in there more used terms of 

address RT and KT for  daily use. 

2. There are four kinds factors and function  of the terns of address in 

Pesisir Barus Community can be divided as G (Gender), A (Age), FR 

(Family Relationship). R (Respect). With the total factors of address 

terms used by Pesisir Barus Community was analysis G(27 times), A 

(28 times), FR (36 times), R (60 times) . it means that all factors were 

used by Pesisir Barus Community, and then based on the data, factor 

and function that influenced of  Pesisir Barus Community is usually R 

and FR or by the relatives in there. 

The data from the two selected interviewing in society that 

interpersonal relationship and context are four the important factors that 

determine the choices of address terms among Pesisir Barus speaker. In 

other words, the employment of a proper address form is affected by 

sociolinguistics elements such as age, gender, personality, social status, 

social distance, degree of respect, familiarity, family relationship and 

intimacy between the addresser and the addressee. 

The result of this study will benefit the linguistic communities in 

particular Pesisir Barus language learners by providing an in depth 

understanding of the current usage of Pesisir Barus second person 

address terms.  
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B. Suggestions 

 After collected and analyzed the data about Terms of Address in North 

Sumatera, some suggestion  are given as follows:  

1. The researcher suggest to reader and student who want to know about 

Pesisir language and culture, especially Barus community who doesn’t 

know about Pesisir Barus language anymore, it is be better to learn 

through because very interesting and unique start from kinds and used 

name for women and men because the language almost similar with 

Minangkabau language. 

2. It is suggested that the reader of this thesis is important to know what 

kinds of the terms of address are used by Pesisir Barus Community and 

what factors and functions influenced the terms of address by Pesisir 

Barus Community, and  also how the different used terms of address in 

each person between women and men.  especially in Community Barus. 

3. For further researchers, who wants to use of address terms usage as the 

object of the researher or for researcher who wants to analyze of 

addressterms from different perspective. Terms of address can be found 

in every language, it’s not only PesisirBarus language but also the other 

language in each area. 


